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372                     COMPLETE  SPECIFICATIONS.
vated materials in making embankments, in filling,                      |
refilling, and wasting;  of rolling and watering, and                      <
all other labor and expenses incidental to the hand-                      \
ling of the excavated materials.                                                     \
Spoil Banks.           ^    Whenever, in the opinion of the  engineer,                         t
the material  excavated from  the pits and trenches                         f
can not properly be disposed of in embankment or                         f
for other work at one hauling, it shall be deposited                         *
in spoil banks, and paid for under article Q, item (c), and if subsequently ordered to be used in the work, it shall be paid for a second time under article                        /
Q, item (cc).                                                                                          f
Measure-              io.    All earth work paid for under  article Q,                         |
mem.        items (c) and (cc), shall be measured in excavation.                        |
'Embank-              Ir-    The embankments for the dam shall  start                        I
ment.       from   a  well   prepared  base,   stepped   on   sloping
ground, and shall be carried up in horizontal layers                         '
not exceeding four inches in thickness; every layer to be carefully rolled, either with heavy grooved rollers, or steam rollers, and to be well watered.                        *
The  earth to be well rammed with heavy rammers                        \
at such points as can not be reached by the rollers. Special care shall be required in ramming the earth                        *
close to the center wall, which shall always be kept at least two feet higher than the adjoining embank-                        r
ment,   unless   otherwise  permitted.    The embankments of the dam shall be kept at an uniform height                       * on both sides  of the masonry during  construction, and at no time will the down-stream half of the darn                        * be allowed to be higher than the up-stream portion.                        ' At all   times the  earth embankment  must   be                        , kept three feet above the "masonry portion" of the dam.                                                                                                              J
Watering.            12.    Ample means shall be provided for water-                        ',
ing the banks, and any portion  of the  embankment                    - '
to which a layer is being  applied   shall   be  so wet,                        \
when required, that water will stand on the surface. The contractor shall furnish at his own cost the necessary steam pumping plant and force-main for forcing water into a tank situated on the side hill, at least fifty feet above the top of the darn when completed. From this tank a three-Inch distribution                       ( pipe, fitted with gates and hose connections, will lead lengthwise over the dam to supply water wherever it may be needed. If the engineer approves, r some other method of equal efficiency for the furnishing of water may be substituted for the above

